Chapter z

The Scientific Background
autobiography (in toaz) Sherrington
to quote a few sentences in which the old savant, not
without an element of wistfulness, meditated on the fate of

In reviewing Cajal's

chose

scientific work:

It is certain and even desirable that in the course of time my insignificant personality will be forgotten; with it will doubtless perish many
of my ideas. In spite of all the blandishments of selllove, the facts
assoc-iated

at firsi with the name of a particular man end by being

anonvmous. lost for ever in the ocean of Universal Science. The monosrupfr impreqnuted with individual human quality becomes incorpor-

i't"d, st.ippJ of sentiments, in the abstract doctrine of the general
treatise. iL the hot sun of actuality will succeed the cold beams of the
history of leaming.

I was reminded of this quotation when a young colleague some
time ago said to me: 'How good that you are going to write
something about Sherrington. We [his generation] don't know
anvthins about him.'
"ff,e "onlv possible answer was to point out that a large
number oithe concepts this young man himself used in his
thinking and experimentation had been created in Sherrington's
mind; the rest ofthis book will be devoted mainly to an elaboration of this reply. Yet for my own purposes I turned his remark
ovel in my mind arrd suddenly felt how difficult it is in science
to re-creaie a state of ignorance once it has been honourably
buried, especially so when, as in the case of Sherrington, there
ur" .ro ."u11y drimatic experiments to fall back upon but rather
a large number of anaiytical steps which in the .end led him to
a coiceptual reorientation and to 'understanding', that final
goal of oul pursuits.
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electro-physiological approach though always careful with the
techniques he used, so we have to ask: what motivated himl
What was the vision he tried to reach ? In what sense was he
unique among his contemporaries ? To answer these questions
one should describe in some detail the background of knowledge in his postgraduate days. The sketch thit follows is brief
and much imbued with the spirit ol compromise.
There is a general problem involved in any situation where
gifted young people reshape an established order; why did the
previous generation fail to do it I Very often we find that the
pioneers who laid the groundu'ork had so many pieces of the
next puzzle at their disposai that it would seem to have been an
easy matter to insert them and so advance the few steps needed
to complete the next great generalization. Why this curious
Iimitation to which even the greatest minds seem to be sutrjected ? They stop suddenly and there is often no other obvious
explanation than that fresh minds are required for the new
effort; perhaps freshness as such is what is wanted.
This general situation recurs with the young Sherrington,
though it is a little difficult to define against theiomplex 6ackground of neurophysiology in its formative years, unless more
space be given to historical matters than is possible here. It is,
in fact, the question Cushing was up against and first failed to
understand. The general aspects of it are easier to grasp with
the aid of an example from Sherrington's time but not from his
own field. By taking a case tltat can be summarized in a few
sentences, the analogous relation of Sherrington to his predecessors will in the end stand out the clearerRobert Koch as well as von Behring, inventor of the antitoxin
for diphtheria, had both seen that animais which had been twice
injected with immunizing sera often died after the second injection. Charles Richet's was the fresh mind which realized that the
animal had not merely become enfeebled by the first dose but
actually fell victim to a specific immunological reaction that he
named 'anaphylaxie' and proved to be a real change in blood
chemistry, caused by the initial injection. Richet'J work was
done with repeated injections of extracts of a sea anemone.
Later on he had a suspicion that possibly the blood of one normal
dog injected into another might prove poisonous, but he failed
in the attempts to substantiate this hypothesis. Again a fresh
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stration in 1851 that cut nerves degenerated peripheral to the
section and only in that portion. Schiff understood that this
meant that the peripheral portion had been isolated from a
trophic centre. Wallerian degeneration, as it came to be called,
was launched a Iittle too early; there was not yet enough of a
spinal cord histology to make it useful. Marchi presented his
universally applied method of studying nerve degenerations in
r886.

In the first edition of Foster's Tefibook which Sherrington
read at Cambridge the nervous system still appeared as a
'protoplasmic network' which 'so to speak, fis] mapped out

into nervous mechanisms by the establishment oflines of greater
or less resistance, so that the disturbances in it generated by
certain afferent impulses are directed into certain efferent channels. But the arrangement of these mechanisms is not a fixed
and rigid one.' Foster thus, for very good reasons, avoided
speaking in precise terms. None were available.
Briefly, one might say that the reflexology Sherrington
encountered in his early studies was an experimental science
based on gross anatomy. Before him one generation of physiologists had already sectioned and stimulated the efferent and

afferent roots of the spinal cord as well as various nerves.
Schiff, for instance, knew the ataxia following acute (afferent)
dorsal root section; for the violent priority fights in which he and
Brown-S6quard were involved in matters conceming the effects
of sections and semisections of spinal columns (see Liddell's
monograph) this little book cannot flnd space. 'The rights and
wrongs of these past quanels Lsays Liddell] are difficult to
assess now, especially in a quest which relies on partial spinal
sections, but there is no doubt that Brown-Sdquard was a
pungently able advocate of his own achievements and won the
permanent label of "Brown-S6quard syndrome" for the anteroposterior semisection of the cord: i.e. loss <if sensation on the
opposite side below the lesion, and retention and even increase
in sensation on the same side, with motor paralysis on the side
of the lesion.'
Luck in science has a tendency to favour the well-prepared
mind; this was certainly true of Sherrington, the trained microscopist tumed physiologist, who was ready at the starting-line
when the great era of oeative cellular histology began and
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cord, being a good enough histologist to be able to sift the
wheat from the chaff.
Thus it is in the history of histology that we have to look for
the background of some of Sherrington's fundamental ideas and,
having to start somewhere, there is no-one better than Johannes
Miiller (l80l-1858) to deserve the honour of being singled out
as a pioneer. How deeply Miiller, who was professor at Bonn
and ultimately in Berlin from 1832, influenced physiology and
histology may be seen from the impressive list of some of his

famous pupils: von Helmholtz, Briicke, Ludwig, Virchow,
Schwann, Henle, Reichert, von K61liker, Remak, Traube, Du
Bois-Reymond, J. Meyer, Lieberkiihn, Hannover, von Graefe
and Max Schultze. 'When I look back,' said Hermann von
Helmholtz, then at an age of seventy, 'upon my own undergraduate days and the impression a man iike Joh. Miiller, the
physiologist, made upon us, I would especially like to emphasize
one point. Whosoever at any time has come in touch with one
or several men of the first rank, his spiritual standards
('geistiger Masstab') will be changed for the rest of his life;
moreover, such contact is the most interesting experience life
has to offer.' Another pupil, Du Bois-Reymond, discoverer of
the nerve's action current, who succeeded his teacher in the
chair of physiology in Berlin, in an eloquent speech compared
Miiller's intellectual conquests to the empire of Alexander,
which after his death had to be divided among his generals as
none ofthem was capable ofruling it alone. One might add that
Alexander's generals are forgotten but many of Miilier's pupils
have a place for ever in the history of four sciences, physiology,
anatomy, pathology, and physics.
Miiller, father of German physiology, was prirnarily an
anatomist and several ofhis pupils took up the study ofhistology.
Purkinje, in 1897, had described the cerebellar cell that bears his
name, but Mtiller's pupils followed close on his heels; Remak
(tssa), Schwann (tsss) and Helmholtz (te+z) investigated
nerve cells using the new compound achromatic microscope
which Purkinje, in a letter to his friend Anders Retzius in
Stockholm, had described so enthusiastically. Adolph Hannover,
a young Dane, had studied with Miiller in Berlin and upon his
retum began staining nerve cells with chromic acid and got
pictures in which the processes extended to greater length than
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cells were interconnected. We, his successors, would like to
think that the formidable task of making some sense out of an
organ containing some ten thousand million nerve cells must
have appeared to him, as it does to ourselves, nearly hopeless
if these cells in addition were organized as a protoplasmic network, as they would be according to the so-called reticularist
point of view.
Intuitively Sherrington headed straight for the contact or
neurone theory, even before strict proofs were available. There
was one very good argument in favour of this notion: Waller's
fine discovery (Wallerian degeneration) which had shown that
degenerations generally stopped short of the next neurone.
In r875 the eminent Italian histologist Camillo Golgi ( ts+s1926) introduced his siiver chromate stain, an elegant but
capricious method, which has sulvived to this day in various
modifications because, when successful, it stains the ramifications of the nerve cells. Golgi found the nervous structures to
consist ofcell body, axon and dendrites (Fig. r ) thus confirming
the 'forgotten histologist'. Go1gi saw two types of nerve cells.
One type may for the present pur?ose be exemplified by the
ventral hom cell or motor neurone possessing dendrites branching in the spinal cord and a long axon which (in this particular
case) runs out in the periphery to form so-called motor endplates on muscle fibres. The other type of neurone has a dense
network of short branches and also a brief axon. Many intercalary or interneurones belong to this type. However, in the
end Golgi came out in favour ofprotoplasmic anastomoses within
a neuropile or reticulum and became the leading reticularist of
the day.
Opposition to the reticularist point of view soon began to
gather force. In 1886 and 188? Forel and His, both histologists
of the first rank, concluded from their own material that the
anastomoses between nerve cells did not exist. Consequently
neurones must be linked by contact .This is the basic proposition
of the neurone theory that Waldeyer later (tASt) enunciated
in a review of Cajal's work-officiously it seems, because
Liddell's analysis of the literature, in agreement with Cajal,
shows that Waldeyer himself did nothing but invent a name for
the contact theory, which at the time had behind it the full
strength of Cajai's rvork and argumentation.
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Ram6n y Cajal (1852-1994,) had embarked upon his studies
of nerve cells using the Golgi method but applied to embryological material; he also developed the important reduced
silver method. This led to fresh advance because in the embryo
cells are sparse and so their ramification shorved up lLrciily
without interference from branches of neighbouring cells: in
addition the small preparations macle it possible (as pointed out
by Lorente de N6) to see sections of individual organs in
bird's-eye view as, for instance, the wliole of the cerebellum or
full cross-sections of the spinal cord ( Fig. z ). Sherrington must
have enjoyed looking at these pictures of neural organization.
Here, ultimately, were the very facts he needed.

it too much to

say ofhim fsherrington wrote in 1949] tliat he
greatest anatomist the nervous system has cvcr knorvn I The
subject had long been a favourite with some of the best investigators,
previous to Cajal there were discoveries, discoveries which often lett
the physician more mystified than before, adding mystification without
enlightenment. Cajal made it possible even for a tyro to recognize at
a glance the dircction taken by the Derve{urrent in the living cell, and
in a vhole chain of nerve cells.
He solved at a stroke the great question of the direction of the
nerve-currents in their travel through brain and spinal cord. He
showed, for instance, that each nerve-path is always a line of one-.way
traffic only, and that the direction of that tramc is at all timcs irreversibly the same. The so-called nerve-networks rvith unfixed dir.ection of travel he swept away. The nerve-circuits are valved, he said,
and he was able to point out where the valves lie, namely, rvhere onc
nerve cell meets the next one.

Is

is

tJ-re

The great Spaniard had a lively sense of the dramatic-a little
out of fashion in European science of today-and in his autobiography made a momentous issue out of the rneeting of the
German Anatomical Society

in

1889 (mentioned above) where

he, then an unknown provincial, presented his slicles to the
leading histologists of the world. Even the critical von I{dlliker
was convinced. Cajal's reputation burst like a nova on the
stellar firmament, never again to fade. The neurone theory had
now found an indefatigable champion and this ardcnt defcnder of
the faith immediately attractcd thc physiologisrs (and still docs)
because hc always tried to expJain his findings in functional
terms. This imaginative trait in Cajal's writings made the
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famous Hislologie du Sylime Neraeu highly stimulating regding. It appeared in Spanish (a language Sherrington read flt)
189?-190,1,, in French in 1909-1911 and was reprinted in 1952.
It still continues to attract proselytes to the study of the central
nervolrs system.
Cajal's work began with the retina, which in his old age he
called his youth's tender passion. There, on a small scale, he
first saw the types of cell and the pictures of organization which
he later recovered higher up in the central nervous system.
The retina he called 'a true nervous centre'. WelI do I remember
(speaking now as one of the 'proselytes') how this part of l.ris
work stimulated me to learn something about the central
nervous system in Sherrington's laboratory in order to be able
to investigate the retina as a true nervous centre.
Lorente de N6, alongside de Castro one of Cajal's foremost
clisciples, once emphasized in conversation that his master, in
taking up his stand so decisively in support of the contact notion,
did not yet l.rave definite evidence in its favour, having never seen
the links of contact but only free endings. With the discovery of
the actual contact points Cajal always and rightly credited Hans

Held and Leopold Auerbach (the second). Held, working in
His's laboratory in Leipzig, published his work in 1897,
Auerbach in 1898. From then on the end-feet or boutons
terminaur, by which the axon makes contact with the next
cell or its dendrites became incorporated into Sherrington's
ideas. In fact, in that very year (189?) and still unaware of
Held's work, Sherrington, contributing to the new edition of
Foster's Te book, had written: 'So far as our present knowledge
goes, we are 1ed to think that the tip of a twig of tl.re arborescence
is not continuous with but merely in contact with the substance
ofthe dendrite or cell-body on which it impinges. Such a special
connexion of one nerve cell with another might be called a
synapsis.' Today the most common technical term in use for
the contact point is synaptic lcnob, when referring to the anatomical structure; it is abbreviated lo slna?se when speaking functionally or in more general terms.
In Stockholm, in 1906, Golgi and Cajal shared the Nobel
prize 'in recognition oftheir work on the structure of the nervous
system'. On that occasion each defended his own point of view.
This clash of opinions is vividly related by Cajal in his auto-
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Would Sherlington himself have thus placed the emphasis in
his life's work? Tojudge by the foreword to the 194? edition of

his Integratiae Action, the reply would have to be 'No'. This
retrospective preface fully bears out his pupil Professor DennyBrown's dictum that Sherrington was primarily a student of
animal behaviour.

This may be so, but in the present era unitary analysis of
nerve cells and their axons, pushed a second time to the frontier
of research by Lord Adrian's work in the twenties and thirties,
has given a richer harvest than any other approach to the

physiology of the central nervous system. Also, it is not necessarily true that the individual worker is always a better judge
of his own achievements than is posterity. The mind is a most
secretive instrlrment, it integrates knowledge in its own way
not knowing always why, or to what end, and never how. It has
an inner developmental logic of its own and, time and again,
future generations will interpret and reinterpret the traces it
leaves on the pages of history if the mind concerned has been
interesting enough and the individual sullciently articulate to
express his ideas. It is true that most steps in a piece of research
can be motivated logically, but just why one problem is taken
up rather than another often defies interpretation.
Sherrington,like most people who take a serious interest in the
complexities of the central nervous system, must have been
stimulated by a desire to explain organized behaviour, and to
the end ofhis life continued to iay stress on reflexes as simplified
items ofbehaviour in purposeful action. 'Reflex acts ofthe simple
kind . . .' he said 'do not involve co-ordination of the highest
and most delicate grades. For that reason they are lihely to
reveal explicit\ some basal elements fundamental to all
co-ordination. . . . Biologically the importance of a reflex is as
an item of behaviour, hence biologicai study presents for each
reflex tlre issue of its meaning as an animal act' (1932),
The literature on reflexes has an ancient history which begins
with Leonardo da Vinci's observations on the behaviour of
decapitated frogs. It includes Descartes' definition of reflexes as
expressions ofmechanical processes in his 'corporeal machinery',
and continues with a large number of observations on frogs and
other cold-blooded animals which rvere studied by experimenters in the early nineteenth century. (For the relevant literature
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in

different terms. Reflex latent periods were

measured repeatedly by a large number ofauthors and the results
showed that events in the spinal cord required a finite and

variable time during which something was evidently happening,
or, in the picturesque language of Foster, the latent period is a
'busy time' for the spinal cord. To the same group of fundamental observations also belongs Du Bois-Reymond's discovery

of the nerve's action-current which was a consequence of his
improvement of the astatic galvanometer. Thus in the latter

half of the nineteenth century it was definitely understood that
the nervous message was likely to be an action-<;urrent travelling along the nerve at a finite velocity and setting up some
intermediate process when it arrived via afferent fibres through
dorsal roots into the spinal cord. On the ventral or efferent side
it would again resume the character of an action-current and
travel out to effector organs, muscles or glands.
The brunt of the fight for the establishment of the conceptual
entity of a reflex as being some process in the spinal cord was
bome by Marshall Hall in the 183Os. In the textbooks
Sherrington would have read at Cambridge this matter was
definitely settled. In fact, reflex action as a concept had been
clearly understood by Johannes Miiller.
Setchenow, one of Ludwig's pupils, had described both
summation and central inhibition between 1863 and 1869. In a
booklet dedicated to Ludwig (tsos) Setchenow states that he
used Tiirck's method. The frog, whose brain stem rvas sectioned
anywhere between the quadrigeminal bodies and medulla
oblongata, hung vertical with one foot dipping into weak
sulphuric acid. Excitability increased after the operation so that
the preparation pulled out its foot within a couple of seconds.
This action could be greatly delayed by putting a salt crystal on
the sectioned portion. The reflex time couid also be much
extended if the section went through the optic thalami which
therefore were assumed to exercise a tonic inhibition released
by lower sections. Instead of salt crystals electric stimulation
could be used. Foster, in his Tex:tbook (1879) had mentioned one
of Setchenow's experiments in which the frog's foot-withdrawal
reflex, elicited by sulphuric acid on its foot, could be inhibited
by placing a salt crystal on its optic lobe. Similarly Foster's
Te.rtbook mentions that strong stimuli to any afferent nerves
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been translated into English in 1882. I)u tsois-Reymond's great
discovery of the nerve impulse or 'negative variation' (in his
terminology) was therefore well known and a comer-stone in
nerve physiology as taught in laboratories all over the world.
Matteucci had studied the muscle curents and Du BoisReymond had been the first to realize that polarization took
place when voltaic current was passed through metal electrodes
owing to differences in electrolytic composition betrveen them
and the tissue fluids. He had designed non-polarizable electrodes

and

with them found a 'current of rest'

as

well as polarization

in excitable tissue. This work was continued by his disciple

l+

Pfliiger who introduced the terms anelectrotonus and catelectrotonus for the polarization phenomena at anode and cathode
respectively. Houever, Hefrmann (tSOZ) was the first to make
sense of animal electricity, which had been some kind of mystical
'pre-existent force' until he showed that Du Bois-Reymond's
current of rest really was an injury current. This signified that
the inside ofthe tissue (unintentionally or intentionally injured)
presented a potential diflerence with respect to the outside
owing to its different electrolytic composition, and so current
flowed between two non-polarizable electrodes joining inside
with outside. This was the demarcation or injury current. The
idea of a physiological membrane separating inside and outside
ofnerve and muscle cel1s, the two excitable tissues then, as now,
in the focus of interest, arose from his discovery. It finally
emerged in Bernstein's ( tsoz) membrane theory of excitation
in a form that made it accessible to experimental proof.
Strictly speahing the existence of a nerve-cell membrane
capable oi mainlining an ionic gradient between inside ani'
outside, could not be proved to the hilt before the microelectrodes of the present day carne to be used. Bemstein's
theory was then found to embody a fundamental error ( Hodgkin,
A. F. Huxley) though correct in outline and definitely a step
forward in the understanding of the electrical aspects of
nervous excitation,
The electrophysiology Sherrington encountered in his undergraduate days was thus a science that was beginning to formulate its concepts and maintaining contact with developing
electrochemistry. In animal physiology its problems centred
around muscle and nerve and soon expanded to include retina
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brane, Today electron-microscopists have measured the distance
between the two membranes of a single s;,,naptic knob, one

closing the end of the afferent terminal, the other belonsins to
the new cell. Itforms agap of zooA (o.ooos mrn), the si-cailed
synaptic cleft.
Sherrington, himself a behaviourist, was faced with the
immense task ofreshaping reflexology in such a fashion that the
new ideas on sJmaptic contact could be worked into it. This
m€ant taking a long view indeed and he came to spend a full
life on realizing his programme. In the beginning the distance
separating reflex phenomenology and concepts as precise as that
of a synaptic membrane must have appeared to him wellnigh

infinite.

